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4 page listing of cryptonyms & pseudonyms along with corresponding true names.
1. Jose Marie Andre Mankel
2. David Tjetovich
3. David U. Groves
4. Washington, D.C.

6. Asset - deceased
7. Same as #6
8. John P. Dimmer, Jr. - Retired
9. Joaquin Godoy Solis
10. Piero Fedeli Medici
11. Cuban Intel Service
12. Cesar DIOSADO - Customs

13. Jose Ricardo RABEL Nunez
   (Believe still in Cuba)

14. Walter A. BRAXTON (A)
    Michael M. CHODEN (P)
    Paul D. LANGEVIN (P) (com.)
    David A. PADDAK (A)

15. None
1. QTWK
2. WIROQUE
3. DOUGLAS L FREAPANE
4. ZRMETAL
5. JIM ARETZ‡ (NEED MORE INFO)
6. JACK MALONE
7. MICHAEL MALONE
8. PHILLIP G. ELMARD
9. AMRAZZZ-1
10. AMKNOB-1
11. CUIS

SECRET
12. AMSWIRL-1

13. AMLEO-3

14. DAVID ATLEE PHILLIPS (all aliases and pseudos)

15. MICHAEL J. KING (all aliases and pseudos)